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About This Content

Following on from releasing Horzine's D. Jeffrey Tamm in an earlier DLC pack, here is one of his key creations from Horzine's
Robotics Division: the Domestic Assistance Robot (DAR to its friends) (or "DARling" to Dr. Jeff, but that is another story...). A

little damaged, voice systems all shot up and squeaky, leaving a trail of sparks - but quite capable of taking out Zeds!

Key features:

Horzine's Domestic Assistant Robot (or DAR, duh...) is designed to help clean up around the home. But, as well as advanced
programming designed for cleaning teenager's bedrooms, "DARling" (as Dr. Tamm keeps referring to it) has somehow
downloaded an experimental top secret personality constructed by its creator. Meant for inclusion in his off-the-books Brenda
Companion Robot, it’s loaded with all kinds of odd human mating information that doesn’t blend well with the existing core
data. DAR now struggles to reconcile its desire to clean up freaks with an equally powerful need to go on a hot date with Dr.
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Tripwire Interactive
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Tripwire Interactive
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Tripwire Interactive
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Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/Vista
Processor: 1.2 GHZ or Equivalent
Memory: 1 GB RAM
Graphics: 64 MB DX9 Compliant
Hard Drive: 2 GB free hard drive space
Sound: DX 8.1 Compatible Audio
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If i could describe it in one word: Amazing! Its such a good game! And if you have mods you can do almost
anything,farming,mowing,snowplowing and more! My dad used to snowplow when i was little and ive always wanted a game
where you could snowplow,and if you get the mods,you can do it in fs15. And honestly,i like 15 way more than 17.The mods for
15 are way better,and i just think it looks better. I've had this game for over 2 years, ( btw i have it on dvd not steam ) ,and i bet
i have over 1,000 hours on it,and in that time i've gotten to do everything you can do in this game.If you are into farming i
would deffinitly get this game! 10/10 no question about it!. I'm obviously missing something about this game given all the great
reviews - it just doesn't do it for me.

There's a lot to love about it. It's quirky, and as everyone notes, a quick play to fill some time.

That said - after a handful of play throughs, there just isn't any meat here to chew on. I tried a couple short games to get the
hang of it, but you can't built your ship up enough to withstand any battles, and the game is over so quickly, you better not stray
too far or you'll never make it back to base in time.

Playing longer games was a more enjoyable experience. Here too though, I found it very hard to survive virtually any combat
encounter.

Other than combat, all there really is, is going to each planet and putting whatever "thing" you find there in cargo, every once in
a while trading with a wandering store - presumable trading up for more points at end game. Then even at end game, there's no
winning in the classic sense, just a final tally of your credits based on what you found minus what you owe.

That's pretty much it unless I'm missing something. I generally like quick time fillers, and I love quirky games, but I just can't
find a way to like this one. I don't regret the couple bucks to play it a while, but I doubt it will get much replay from me.. It
worked for me, you just have to copy the CD key into Uplay after you've bought it. The DLC files are already in the game, so it
worked instantly after you go in-game, into additional content and then 'redeem code'.

The tracks are excellently designed and have a good range of difficulties as always.. I bought this tool in order to get into glsl
and have to say: it works and it is worth it! The node based system will make it very easy to create even complex shaders and
parameterize it.. Good game. I've never had more fun punching African Kids.

Give it a whirl.
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This game gave me a migrane, and gave ne absolutely no tutorial. So, I wandered around a maze for 20 minutes picking up
hamburgers and dying from poor controls and/or undodgable monsters.

At least I got this for half off.. Ku:SOTM is a point and click action and puzzle game in which you control Ku, a 12 year old
troublesome boy who is sent on a quest to retrieve a ring of power to keep your village sustained with energy. Filled with
puzzles, combat and set in a unique world it's surely a winning recipe, right?

When you first emerge from the tunnels you are greeted with a colourful, friendly village full of interactive characters (make
sure you speak to them all and you will be rewarded with an achievement). Speaking to them provides you with information
about the main protagonist Ku who is an unruly youth constantly getting himself into trouble. Your first mission is to head out to
find the leader of the village. Once you speak with him about the ring that went missing, he explains that it is the main energy
source for the village and without it they are doomed. That is where your quest begins, you are ordered to head into the
wilderness and hunt down a replacement ring from the North.

As you travel through the lands you are pitted against a variety of enemies and puzzles that block your path. You must hack and
slash your way through your foes and chain together combos in order to do more damage and finish them off quicker.

The combat system actually turned out to be a lot of fun as it involved quickly stunning enemies, getting as many hits in as
possible and then diving back out before you get hit. This can lead to some very tense albeit short battles that involve you having
to be brave and tactical. The Combat Arena takes the combat to the next level pitting you against constant hordes of enemies to
win score based on the number of enemies you defeat and rounds you clear. There are 4 levels to be played within the Combat
Arena, each of which gets progressively more difficult. There is a leaderboard function on the game also, for you to compare
your standing in the world however it was not working at the time of writing.

As I mentioned the game does not revolve entirely around the combat, there are in fact puzzles to solve in order to progress
through the game. Although incredibly simple to solve they do offer a well needed variety to the game. They usually involved
dragging an item with your mouse, or hitting certain posts to open a door, nothing too challenging but fun all the same.

The whole game is controlled by only the mouse which in fairness was all the game needed. You left click to move and attack,
right click to roll\/dodge and hit the middle button to fire your stun laser. Unfortunately the controls do feel clunky at times,
especially when you are in the middle of combat and you really need to react quickly!

Musically the game felt very vacant and desolate. The music that was playing in the background was generally quiet and didn't
really create much of an atmosphere. A large portion of the time I found myself concentrating more on the sounds of my own
footsteps than the music itself. The only real exception to this is when you are in the village and you stand near someone playing
an instrument.

Artistically is where the game really shows it's true potential. The artwork in this game is brilliant with some very interesting
character designs, however the graphics really don't do them justice. Its a shame really as the game shows some true artistic
potential which really hasn't been utilised.

Overall I think the game had a lot of potential but unfortunately it wasn't able to capitalise on it's strengths. The price at time of
writing is \u00a33.99 on Steam which isn't too steep but it could do with being longer. Taking only around 2 hours complete you
barely feel as though the game has begun when the end credits begin to roll.

5\/10 - Fun to play while it lasted but could do with polishing.. As a long-time fan of the genre who grew up with games like
Dungeon Master, Eye of the Beholder, Captive and Lands of Lore, I was really excited for this game and tried my best to love it.
But already half an hour in, I just can't go on playing this and asked for a refund. This is no Legend of Grimrock, sadly.

On the bright side, the game's production is surprisingly good with gorgeous graphics, great music, alright lighting and fluid
animations. The interface is also rather intuitive and easy on the newcomers, and the menus are clear and well constructed. Hat
down to that, it is directly impressive for a budget game. But the good stops right here.

Now on to the bad... First of all, the game hurts you really bad if you try to move while in combat. Yes, you read that right: you
cannot really allow yourself to move while fighting, which is probably the core gameplay element in any dungeon crawlers. So
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you must stand there like an idiot, let the monsters strike you again and again while praying that you will have enough health and
protection to survive the encounter. Forget strategic fighting, and you will have to look at the boring sleep/rest screen almost
each time between two fights. Secondly, the character placement seems to be on a line. Which means that the two weaker guys
also are on the front, taking damage as much as the warriors, but able to strike with melee weapons. It does not make sense
either on a strategic plane. Moreover, their portraits are on the bottom, totally obscuring the ground right in front of you. The
consequence is that both items and traps are really hard or even impossible to see if you are close to them. Worse even: I
dropped a weapon on the floor and was not able to pick it up again. There is something about the game's mechanics which
seems to be missing or broken. Last but probably least: there is no story except for the fact that you're broke and go dungeon
adventuring to earn money.

Overall, there is a cruel lack of depth in this game. Variables like lighting, weight, hunger/thirst, multiple spell handling and
combination, tiredness etc. are just not present. It is a beautiful, shallow game with an unsatisfying gameplay system. There was
a huge potential here, but it is wasted on very surprising and ill-advised design choices. Hopefully there will be a sequel
addressing all its negative aspects.. amazing its epic riding is awesome same with sand its so realilistic its amazing i love it as you
have seen i have played 8 hours its just 10.5/10 i would reccomend this all day. Fun and Fast Offroad Racing, which reminds
me DIRT 2. It´s Best Milestone Game for Sure. Now Finally with Ultrawide Support.. The game Insane Road a time killer game
that you bought for steam because you haved a sale on it, your pc is to bad for good games or just because you're to poor for
good games. You can enjoy this game 3o mins after you will probably never play this game anymore or just ask the refund,
bacause seriously, who wants to play this game for hours?!?

7\/10 for gud music). Inescapable it is an underrated gem, the game draws inspiration from Metroid and many games from the
Genesis/MegaDrive era. The game is quite linear with some small backtracking, the gameplay focus on exploration and some
light puzzles, the combat is fairly straightforward and doesn't obstruct the flow of the player. The movement of the protagonist
could be more refined, sometimes the platforming is not as satisfying as it should be because the jumping motion is a bit tricky.

There are some tense moments, especially the underwater sections, but overall the plot and the atmosphere are well done. It
makes you to keep playing and discover the meaning of those logs scattered around.

The duration is short but I think it's a sensible decision, these type of games can drag a lot if they try to force the duration
adding zones for no reason.

All in all it was worth my time. Recommended.. My play time says it all.... As far as I have gotten in this VN, I like it. Helps that
I am a big fan of the Slime species, and this not only has a Slime in it, but it also has Cat and Dog girls too... And that same
Slime is also a Cat girl as well... So Cute Kitty Slime... Huh... Reminds me of the Tabby Slime from Slime Rancher now that I
think of it... And they are both Grey in their base forms... My god... R-ne must be the origin of the Tabby Slime!!!

Dun-Dun-DUUUUUUUUUNNN!!! How's that for a plot twist?

Slime count: 8 counts in this review alone.. Got this as an old Star Control 2 player and wanted to have a similar experience as I
did on that game as it's clearly one of my all time favorite games. At it's core it's very similar in playstyle to SC2. It is obvious it
was strongly influenced by it. It's not exactly the same game though. Close enough to make an old fan like me happy to play a
game like this again. I've been having fun with it.
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